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SAFETY INFORMATION FOR OVERNIGHT STAYS IN THE IGLU-DORF  
 

High alpine hazards 

Iglu-Dorf GmbH herewith expressly draws the attention of its overnight guests to the environment of the 

Iglu-Dorf in remote, high alpine nature. Even a short walk can entail high alpine risks. High alpine hazards refer to 

concrete phenomena such as strong winds, cold, altitude, visibility conditions, snow and ice, sudden changes in 

the weather, unknown terrain, amongst others. 

 

As the weather cannot be influenced, this can affect the activities during the overnight stay. Activities in the open 

air (for example visiting the whirlpool) are adapted to the weather situation, i.e. not carried out in the worst case. 

 

Respect nature! Coordinate your activities to your abilities and physical condition and the high alpine 

environment. Stay overnight only if you are in good health. 

 

Emergency management 

A safety concept exists if accidents occur. Rescue transportation may take some time given the exposed location 

and the weather and may even be impossible in exceptional circumstances. No rescue transport will be carried 

out for minor injuries. The client is responsible for any costs for rescues. 

 

In the Iglu-Dorf, there is an emergency chemists with disinfectant, ointment, compresses, materials for dressings, 

tweezers. We are not allowed to stock or issue any other materials or medicines. The guest is responsible for such 

items. 

 

Leaving the Iglu-Dorf Zugspitze during avalanche detonations 

To avoid natural hazards, it may be the case that you have to leave the Iglu-Dorf Zugspitze during avalanche 

detonations, even though it is not in a zone at risk of avalanche. The instruction to leave can be issued in the 

middle of the night. You may have to leave in the middle of the night, perhaps without being able to return to the 

Iglu-Dorf, with makeshift overnight accommodation in the mountain restaurant. 

 

Concluding remarks 

Iglu-Dorf GmbH makes every endeavour to ensure that incidents can be avoided. To this end, we also rely on the 

cooperation of our overnight guests. Please follow the instructions and advice of the igloo guides. 

 

The need to leave the Iglu-Dorf on account of avalanche detonations is on average necessary 2-3 nights per 

season, based on experience from the past three years. Restrictions to the offer do not justify any price 

reduction. 

 

We finally wish to point out that after meanwhile more than 40,000 overnight guests, incidents can be counted 

on one hand. We shall do our utmost to make sure this remains the same. We thank you for your cooperation and 

look forward to enjoying a pleasant and relaxed atmosphere with you in the Iglu-Dorf. 

 

Warm regards, 

Iglu-Dorf GmbH 


